
 

Visual Matrix AKA Rose Act Elegant Gold (Gimmick and
Online Instructions) by Will Tsai and SansMinds 

Remember the shiver down your spine when you first saw The Rose Act on
AGT? It was a historical moment. The elegance and impossible visual took the
public world by storm, and the innovative thinking behind the magic led
everybody in our community talking about it.

After the show was aired, Will got a call from the network informing him of the
rating, and that the viral growth of his segment was equivalent to 12 years of
magic on AGT combined. It was a historical moment as we were all jumping up
and down like fools celebrating the madness. 300 million views after, this single
act has not only made Will Tsai one of the highest-paid magicians in the 21st
century, it has more importantly made a mark in the history of magic.

Now, you can own a piece of history.

We've seen tons of terrible knock offs along the way and received complaints
from people believing they purchased Will's original act at a $1500-2000USD
price point but couldn't get it to work. The truth is, Will never revealed his real
secrets... until now.

"The devil is in the details."

Releasing the act was never a part of the plan. However, after seeing so many
supporting fans that have been ripped off, Will has decided to do a release AT
THE COST of making them as he believes the knowledge and the result of his
years of research deserve to stay in the history of magic.

Since this is a project we aim to share and pass down the knowledge properly at
cost, we, unfortunately, cannot make this a permanent item.It is limited.

We don't know how many SansMinds is making as their master prop specialists
are making it in their spare time between their productions and TV projects.

This is not just an act. It's a piece of history you can own, collect, and perform.
Again, only a limited quantity.

This is the only magic act in AGT history to get 40 million views in 40 hours.
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Now, you can be a part of magic history.

We will not have enough for everyone and it is not meant to be for everyone.

Who is this for?

If you are serious about the art of magic.
If you are serious about owning a piece of history.
If you are serious about learning all the thinking that goes into the Rose
Act.
If you are serious about using this act to learn and inspire yourself to
create a masterpiece for yourself.

This is strictly for those who are committed to learn and be a part of magic
history.
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